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Abstract. In this paper we present an approach that makes possible the staging
of choreographies for education and training purposes in potentially any virtual
world platform. A choreography is seen here as the description of a set of actions that must or may be executed by a group of participants, including the
goals to be achieved and any restrictions that may exist. We present a systemarchitecture and the formalization of a set of processes that are able to transform
a choreography from a platform-independent representation into a specific virtual world platform’s representation. We adopt an ontology-based approach
with distinct levels of abstraction for capturing and representing multi-actors
and multi-domain choreographies to be staged in virtual world platforms with
distinct characteristics. Ontologies are characterized according to two complementary dimensions – choreography’s domain (independent and dependent) and
virtual world platform (independent and dependent) – giving rise to four ontologies. Ontology mappings between these ontologies enable the automatic generation of a choreography for virtually any target virtual world platform, thus
reducing the time and effort of the choreography development.
Keywords: virtual worlds, training, choreography, multi-user, model-driven,
ontology, mapping.

1

Introduction

Virtual worlds have achieved significant levels of interest for supporting teaching and
learning activities [1], [2] since they provide the creation of immersive environments
where multiple elements of a team sharing a common virtual space can develop
competencies in a simulated context [3], [4]. Choreographies of virtual actors are a
specific type of content that represent the set of actions that can be performed simultaneously by human-users and virtual computer-controlled actors thus enabling
human trainees/students to play roles as part of teams or within a simulated social
context. In this sense, a choreography is the description of a set of actions that must or
may be executed by a group of participants, including the goals to be achieved and
any restrictions that may exist.
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Because designing a choreography is a resource-intensive effort, it would be desirable for the result not to be hostage to a specific virtual world platform (VWP) but
rather deployable in any VWP. However, as virtual platforms are very heterogeneous
in terms of (e.g.) functionalities, data models, execution engines and programing/scripting languages or APIs, deploying a platform-based choreography into
another VWP is difficult and time-consuming [5]–[8].
We believe that the approach presented in this paper provides a contribution that
facilitates the development, sharing and adaptation of choreographies aimed to be
staged in different virtual platforms. For this, we suggest an approach where the conceptual representation model of the choreography is captured in the form of ontologies, and its adaptation to a particular virtual world follows a set of models transformation processes, similar to that suggested by the Model Driven Architecture (MDA)
paradigm [9]. The proposed ontology-based definition of choreographies can capture
not only the physical aspects as objects but more complex content such as procedures,
consisting of sets of actions and conditions in which the actors can perform them.
Thus, this paper presents an approach that deals with the design and representation
of platform-independent multi-user choreographies, and their deployment to different
VWPs with minimal effort and time using a set of transformation processes based on
ontologies and alignments. The rest of the paper comprehends four more sections. In
section 2 we present the proposed approach and the description of the system architecture. Section 3 describes the developed experiments. Section 4 compares the related work with the proposed ideas. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the proposal and
suggests future directions.

2

Proposed Approach

To deal with VWP with different characteristics, we argue that choreographies should
be clearly separated from the technical characteristics of the execution in the VWP.
To this end, the core of the proposal is a “generic high-level ontology” that captures the choreography in a conceptual and abstract fashion, so it is independent from
the staging/deployment VWP. Thus, the data model of every virtual world must be
captured/represented by the so-called “platform-specific ontology”, and a mapping
between the generic high-level ontology and the platform-specific ontology must be
defined. The mapping will provide the means to transform the platform-independent
choreography into a platform-dependent choreography.
To address this the MDA software-development paradigm [9] is adopted and
adapted. MDA specifies three default models of a system corresponding to different
layers of abstraction: a Computation Independent Model (CIM) the most abstract,
which represents the view of the system without any computational complexities; a
Platform Independent Model (PIM) that describes the behavior and structure of the
system, but without technological details, and a Platform Specific Model (PSM) that
combines the specifications in PIM with the specific details of a specific platform.
Based on the concept of model independence and model transformation of
MDA, we adopt an approach based on two first-class citizen dimensions: the VWP
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dimension and the choreography’s domain dimension. In fact, unlike in MDA, in our
approach the model is not only independent from the VWP but also independent from
the (choreography’s) domain. Figure 1depicts the MDA one-dimensional approach
(Fig.1 a) in comparison with the two-dimensional envisaged approach Fig. 2 b).
The nomenclature ܱ௫௫ refers to Ontology, Platform and Domain, with “x”
assuming “d” and “i” values for “dependent” and “independent”, respectively. E.g.
ܱௗ stands for “Ontology, Platform-independent, Domain-dependent”.
Taking into account the characteristics of ontologies, and considering they are the
best way to represent conceptual information in order to bring the intelligent systems

Fig. 1. Model-Driven representation according to: a) MDA and b) Our approach

Fig. 2. The system architecture with the processes of authoring, mappings, transformation and
execution
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closer to the human conceptual level [10], we claim that ontologies are then the adequate knowledge representation model for bridging the gap between the human requirements and the computational requirements [10]–[13], thus able to play the role of
both Computation-Independent Model (CIM) and Platform-Independent Model
(PIM). Following MDA, the ontology-based choreography representations are successively transformed through a set of processes until the final, platform-specific choreography (ܱௗௗ ) that is executed in the specific VWP. The proposed architecture is
depicted in figure 2, and comprehends four ontologies and five processes.
2.1

Ontologies

The following four ontologies are representational models of the different choreography abstractions:
• ܱ (platform-independent and domain-independent) is the generic high-level
ontology representing the core concepts of a choreography independent of any implementation environment, also designated as the foundational ontology. Figure 3
presents its current status, whose motivations and design decisions have been described in a previous paper [14].
• ܱௗ (platform-dependent and domain-independent) represents the core concepts of
a choreography for a specific VWP. Despite this is a platform-dependent ontology, it
remains independent from any application domain, and therefore is developed only
once (eventually requiring adaptations in face of mutations in the VWP due to any
evolution). Each virtual world can have their own interpretation of a choreography
describing the concepts in a private way in order to best fit its characteristics, but this
ontology must capture and represent every concept corresponding to those defined in
the foundational ontology to capture the same semantic knowledge, so that is possible to establish semantic relations between them. Thus, we consider that in order to
apply this approach, it is necessary to develop, for each target VWP, an ontology to
represent that virtual world platform’s particular interpretation of the fundamental
ontology. Moreover, this ontology can incorporate additional concepts considering
the specific characteristics of that virtual world and using its own terminology.

Fig. 3. The Foundational Choreography Ontology (ܱ ): representation of concepts, properties and relations between concepts
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• ܱௗ (platform independent and domain dependent) is a choreography resulting
from the authorship of ܱ . It captures the representation of a complete choreography for a specific application domain, without any concern about the technical
specificities of any platform.
• ܱௗௗ (platform dependent and domain dependent) is a choreography represented
in/for a specific VWP. This is the choreography that is intended to serve as a reference for the staging in the virtual world.
2.2

Processes

In the proposed architecture we apply five processes to conduct a successive transformation of models representing the various abstractions of a choreography to adapt
its specification to a particular virtual world.
To illustrate the explanation, we will consider a generic Instant Messaging platform for which a choreography will be adapted. This is a very simple platform (developed by the authors for testing purposes, cf. Fig. 7) where there is only the representation of an action called write.
Authoring. Authoring is a user-based process in which the choreographer authors a
domain dependent choreography in the form of an ontology. This process is typically
performed by an expert that manually builds the ontology. But end-user tools can also
be developed to allow people without knowledge or training in ontologies to specify
the choreography through simple and intuitive interfaces. That is, end-user tools can
in a transparent manner, build ontologies instead of human users directly, facilitating
the authoring process.
The foundation ontology (ܱ ) is extended and refined semantically to describe
the choreography entities specific to an application domain, giving rise to ܱௗ .The
authoring process must ensure the set of changes applied does not change the semantics defined in ܱ . For that, the following assumptions must be guaranteed:
• No axioms defined in ܱ can be removed;
• No contradictions can be added, i.e., ܱௗ must be logically consistent;
• No new root elements are allowed. I.e. new entities (classes and properties) are
defined as sub entities of those existing in ܱ and should not create new root
elements.
Figure 4 depicts an excerpt of the ontology resulting from authorship (ܱௗ ), and
more formally its representation using Description Logics (DL) syntax.
New concepts are added as well as restrictions that will define boundaries to the
ability of actions execution by the actors. The restrictions are based on the definition
of associations between roles (that actors can play) and actions. Commonly, the following two types of restrictions are defined:
1. To constrain the actors allowed to perform an action based on the user’s role, i.e. to
perform an action, the actor must have a specific role previously defined. The
relation between the concepts referenced by the action and role is defined by the
property ;ݕܤ݀݁݉ݎ݂ݎ݁
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2. To assign the role(s) of an actor based on the action(s) s/he performs. Thus, the
roles are dynamically assigned during the choreography according to the actions
performed by the actor. This association can be seen in a dual perspective. Using a
small example: on the one hand, if an actor plays the role Role1 and performs actions Action1 and Action2, s/he shall automatically plays the role Role2 thereafter.
On the other hand, to play the role Role2 it is a necessary condition that the actor
plays the role Role1 and performs the actions Action1 and Action2.

Fig. 4. An excerpt of the (ܱௗ ) Ontology resulting from the authoring process

During the authoring process, the author can take advantage of all the semantic expressiveness of the DL language to elaborate more complex choreographies. For example, if an actor during the choreography cannot play two roles, one can specify
using DL that these two roles are disjoint.
Mapping1. Mapping1 is the process that establishes correspondences between the
representations of the two choreographies abstractions represented by ܱ and ܱ 
(Alignment1).
An alignment is a set of correspondences (semantic bridges in this paper). A semantic bridge is a set of information elements describing what entities from both
source and target ontology are semantically related, and what conditions must hold in
order to be considered [15]. Two types of semantic bridges are considered:
1. Concept Bridge (CB), used to describe the semantic relations between (source and
target) concepts;
2. Property Bridge (PB), used to specify the semantic relations between (source and
target) properties, either relations or attributes.
In this process all the core concepts (concepts that are direct subclasses of the Thing
concept, depicted in Fig. 3) of the foundational ontology (ܱ ) should be mapped to
concepts of the platform specific ontology (ܱௗ ) to ensure that there is full correspondences between both ontologies. Correspondences between properties are defined
between properties of two mapped concepts. In order to facilitate understanding,
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a relation is established between the concept-concept correspondence and the property-property correspondence (Fig. 5).
Mapping2. Mapping2 is the process that establishes correspondences between the
domain choreography (ܱௗ ) and a VWP ontology (ܱௗ ), i.e. Alignment2. Alignment2 profits from (and extends) Alignment1, thus promoting reuse and reducing
efforts (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. A partial view of the alignments resulting from Mapping1 and Mapping2

Transformation. Transformation is the process that creates the VWP choreography
(ܱௗௗ ) from ܱௗ and ܱௗ and according to the Alignment2.
This is a fully automatic process that “copies” the ܱௗ classes and constraints
(Fig. 4) to the ܱௗௗ (Fig. 6).
Despite this being an automatic process, choreographers can intervene and edit the
resulting ܱௗௗ ontology for additional adjustments. Thus, the ܱௗௗ ontology may
be further finely tuned to better fit the implementation platform.

Fig. 6. An extract of ܱௗௗ ontology
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Execution. Execution is the process that stages the choreography in a VWP through a
Player (computer program) compatible with the VWP who has the ability to schedule
actions according to the choreography and control its execution by virtual characters.
Further, it monitors the human-user performance by comparing the executed actions
with those described by the choreography, and reacts accordingly. This process uses a
reasoner mechanism to evaluate whether it is possible to perform the actions, verifying if all necessary conditions are met. When virtual-users are present, a planner is
used to calculate a plan of actions for them.

3

Experiments

For the evaluation of our approach we deployed several real-world choreographies that were staged in two different multiuser platforms with very distinct characteristics with human-users only. We used the VWP OpenSimulator1 (OpenSim) to create a realistic multiuser 3D environment; as a counterpart system, we
developed for testing purposes the aforementioned messaging platform. It is a
simplified version of text-based virtual worlds of the Multi-User Dungeons era,
following Morgado’s definition [16]. This messaging platform has very different
characteristics from the OpenSim, since it does not allow the representation of
scene objects, but enables the development of a team’s choreography nonetheless.
Its interface provides the actions of the choreography in the form of buttons, the
interaction is done by pressing buttons, and when an action is performed successfully by each team member, it is communicated to all other team members by
means of a text log (Fig. 7).
Authoring is obviously the most time-consuming and creative process, while
semi-automatic Mapping1 and Mapping2 processes require reduced time and effort.
Once these processes are done, the transformation and execution processes are fully
automatic.

Fig. 7. Staging the choreography in a) OpenSim and b) messaging platform

1

opensimulator.org/
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Related Work

There is prior relevant related work addressing the description of plans to represent
training procedures to be staged by a single actor as well as by teams with several
elements and how actions are distributed among them. But, most approaches design a
choreography aiming it to be staged on a particular VWP. This creates strong dependencies with this VWP, making it difficult or even impossible to apply to other virtual
worlds. Thus, related work can be categorized according to three dimensions: modeling independence, VWP independence and number and type of the actors.
Some approaches use separate models to represent the specification of procedures
and scene [7], [17], [18]. They address team training scenarios but they are strongly
dependent on the characteristics of the VWP. Some other approaches attempt to
bridge the gap between the representation of procedures and its execution in distinct
VWP. However, such approaches are only focused on a single user not allowing the
representation of teamwork [19]–[21].
Instead, our approach is capable of representing teamwork choreographies involving multi-users played either by human and virtual-characters. Also, the actions and
scene are captured conceptually using a unique choreography model that is converted
to potentially any VWP.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we propose an approach that allows the development of choreographies
and its adaptation and staging in potentially any VWP. For that, based on the concept
of MDA and the assumption that the use of ontologies is the best way to represent the
conceptual information to approximate the intelligent systems to the human conceptual level, we propose an ontology to capture the semantics of a generic choreography
independent of any application domain and VWP. Further, for each VWP is adopted
an ontology representing its specific terminology and functionalities, and is mapped
with the generic one.
Using a set of alignments between the ontologies we describe a complete sequence
of processes that allow adapting a choreography of a specific domain (but independent of any VWP) into a choreography suitable and capable of being staged into a
specific virtual world. We also describe the execution process that monitors, manages
the staging of the choreography, and uses reasoning engines to aid in the evaluation
and validation of actions.
Moreover, ontologies allow the integration in the same model all the modeling information related to the choreography, i.e. the definition of procedures related to
teamwork and the information about the scene.
Using alignments between ontologies enables the automation of adaptation of the
generic ontology to the specific target ontology, hence contributing to reduce development time and resources.
In future work the Mapping1 and Mapping2 processes can be refined to incorporate automatic matching mechanisms. So, it would be possible to increase the ability to automate these processes while at the same time it reduces the need for user
intervention.
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